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Addendum to “predators” from the 
previous lesson……..

Place this in the “when you think you’ve seen it all” 
category!



“hey boss, we gotta 
humpback in the net pens!”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GZWHugjZONw



1. Why forecasting growth is important
2. HOW to forecast growth
3. Why looking back at growth history 

is important
4. HOW to look back at growth history



Why do we need to be able to measure and 
predict rate of growth? 



Why is this information important?

A measure of efficiency
Compare with other broodyears
Planning
 Feed orders
Rearing space

Budgeting
Meeting production goals



Determining Rate of Growth – Looking into 
the past

 It is important to be able to measure and predict growth 
rates in order to meet production goals.

 Growth rates are used to forecast:
 stock rotation
 rearing densities 
 time of release at a desired size
 feeding levels

 The Daily Specific Growth Rate (DSGR) measures 
the daily increase in weight of the fish as a percent of 
body weight gained per day

 Growth rates vary depending on: fish health, water 
temperature and quality, feed type and fish species



Measuring Growth Rates
 DSGR measures rate of growth
 Knowing rate of growth allows you to meet goals
 Production goals will vary with the project
 Controlling growth is critical to proper hatchery 

management. 
 Early stage growth can be controlled during incubation by 

manipulating water temperature
 Later stages of growth can be controlled by a variety of 

factors including temperature (if available), feed type, 
feed amounts, and other strategies



Measuring Growth Rates
 Example – If you have a net pen of chum salmon 

that are growing at 4.5% daily their body weight will 
increase each day by 4.5%
 Day 1 the avg. wt. = 1.5 gms
 Wt. on day 2 = 1.5 x .045 = .0675 + 1.5 = 1.567gms
 On day 7 they’ll be 2.04g
 For a pen of 2.5 million fish this means the biomass will 

increase by 1200kg or 2600# (> 1 ton!)

 Better have food ready and extra living space!



Calculating DSGR from Sample Data
 In order to calculate the DSGR we need to know:

 The number of days in the sample period
 The weight of the fish on day 1
 The weight of the fish on day 2 (most recent sample)
 Plus we need a calculator that can do natural logs
The formula is:

DSGR = ln W2 – ln W1   x 100
# days in period    

Natural log 
function key



Calculating DSGR from Sample Data

 Wt1 of fish on day 1= 12 grams (ln = 2.485)
 Wt2 of fish on day 14= 15 grams (ln = 2.708)
 Number of days in Sample =14

(Wt2 = 2.708) – (Wt1 = 2.485) x 100 =  1.59
14 days

DSGR = 1.59%

Enter 15, hit “ln”  (current weight)
“-”  Enter 12, hit “ln” (previous wt.)
“=“ divide by 14  (no. of days)
* 100 then “=“  (to get percent)



Projecting growth – looking into 
the future

 Knowing the DSGR will allow you to predict what size a fish 
will be at a future date assuming growth remains constant



    Day      Wt     DSGR        Daily Gain     Day            Wt     DSGR        Daily Gain
0 15 0.022 0.33 14 20.34247544 0.022 0.44753446
1 15.33 0.022 0.33726 15 20.7900099 0.022 0.457380218
2 15.66726 0.022 0.34467972 16 21.24739011 0.022 0.467442582
3 16.01194 0.022 0.352262674 17 21.7148327 0.022 0.477726319
4 16.3642 0.022 0.360012453 18 22.19255901 0.022 0.488236298
5 16.72421 0.022 0.367932727 19 22.68079531 0.022 0.498977497
6 17.09215 0.022 0.376027247 20 23.17977281 0.022 0.509955002
7 17.46817 0.022 0.384299846 21 23.68972781 0.022 0.521174012
8 17.85247 0.022 0.392754443 22 24.21090182 0.022 0.53263984
9 18.24523 0.022 0.40139504 23 24.74354166 0.022 0.544357917

10 18.64662 0.022 0.410225731 24 25.28789958 0.022 0.556333791
11 19.05685 0.022 0.419250697 25 25.84423337 0.022 0.568573134
12 19.4761 0.022 0.428474213 26 26.41280651 0.022 0.581081743
13 19.90457 0.022 0.437900645 27 26.99388825 0.022 0.593865541

28 27.58775379 0.022 0.606930583
29 28.19468437 0.022 0.620283056
30 28.81496743

You can do this by longhand……….
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		Day		Wt		DSGR		Daily Gain		Day		Wt		DSGR		Daily Gain

		0		15		0.022		0.33		14		20.3424754355		0.022		0.4475344596

		1		15.33		0.022		0.33726		15		20.7900098951		0.022		0.4573802177

		2		15.66726		0.022		0.34467972		16		21.2473901128		0.022		0.4674425825

		3		16.01193972		0.022		0.3522626738		17		21.7148326953		0.022		0.4777263193

		4		16.3642023938		0.022		0.3600124527		18		22.1925590146		0.022		0.4882362983

		5		16.7242148465		0.022		0.3679327266		19		22.6807953129		0.022		0.4989774969

		6		17.0921475731		0.022		0.3760272466		20		23.1797728098		0.022		0.5099550018

		7		17.4681748197		0.022		0.384299846		21		23.6897278116		0.022		0.5211740119

		8		17.8524746658		0.022		0.3927544426		22		24.2109018235		0.022		0.5326398401

		9		18.2452291084		0.022		0.4013950404		23		24.7435416636		0.022		0.5443579166

		10		18.6466241488		0.022		0.4102257313		24		25.2878995802		0.022		0.5563337908

		11		19.0568498801		0.022		0.4192506974		25		25.8442333709		0.022		0.5685731342

		12		19.4761005774		0.022		0.4284742127		26		26.4128065051		0.022		0.5810817431

		13		19.9045747901		0.022		0.4379006454		27		26.9938882482		0.022		0.5938655415

										28		27.5877537897		0.022		0.6069305834

										29		28.194684373		0.022		0.6202830562

										30		28.8149674292
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This operation 
does the 
multiplication 
expansion for 
you

Example: 
For a 2gram fish, growing at 2%/day * 14 days:
Enter 2.0 * 1.02 and hit the key above, enter 14 then “=” and 
you get the projected weight of 2.64g.    Try it!



Food Conversion – A Measure of Efficiency
 A measure of how efficiently the fish are converting 

food into flesh
 Expressed as “FCR” = Feed Conversion Rate
 A FCR of 1:1 means that for every kilogram of feed fed 

the fish put on a kilogram of weight.
 FCR’s can be high (not good) 2:1,  3:1  
 or low (good, to a certain extent)  1:1,  0.8:1, 0.5:1
 With today’s feeds, low FCR are commonplace.  1:1 is a 

good target
 FCR = Food Fed/Wt. gain

 What factors would affect FCR’s?



Condition Factor (K)
 Condition Factor is the relationship of fish length 

to weight
 Are they lean or heavy?  Why would we care?
 A condition factor of .9 – 1 is assumed to be ideal 

for salmon smolts preparing to migrate to the 
ocean. 

 K factors for fish in an aggressive production 
schedule will often exceed 1.0

 The formula is:  K = Weight(g)/Length(mm)3 * 100,000

FHM 60-61  FRED 54-55



K Factor

 K factors will vary by specie and stage of development.
 Based on SSRAA sample data:

 NB Coho BY’00 wt = 31gms        K = 1.02
 CL Chinook BY’00 wt = 13.8gms K = 1.12
 NB SC BY’01 wt = 2.8gms           K = .89



One person’s idea of “exceptional” is 
another person’s idea of “obese”!



How to measure fork length
In AK we use metric, so “mm”

In some cases you 
might want to take 
mid-eye to fork

Mid-eye to fork



Typical hatchery recordkeeping chart

Some charts might also 
calculate for K factor



Production Planning
 Use of DSGR, FCR and weight projections for 

budgeting
 Also used for:

 Feed orders
 Project planning
 Anticipating rearing container needs



Basic tour of a spreadsheet…



Formulas are typed into a spreadsheet program normally

#days are calculated here



To calculate weight or biomass gain…



To calculate %gain per day…



To calculate conversion rate…



To calculate average % body weight fed…



Using performance data for budgeting purposes

•Have to assume: wts, FCR for this one
•Have to hassle the feed guys for pricing!



Growth projections for budgeting and project planning

Multiple year classes and species – take one at a time and then add all together.  Note 
various feed types and sizes; Have to assume growth rates and FCR’s for this one!   



End of season summary… A good summary 
of a chum 
rearing season.



DSGR exercises
1. Chum fry DSGR

 January 8 wt = 1.52g
 January 21 wt = 1.92

2. Coho fingerlings
 December 21 wt = 10.5g
 January 21 wt = 12.2g

3. Pink fry
 February 15 wt = .18g
 February 28 wt = .25g 



Answers for DSGR
(your answers may differ slightly depending on 

#days calculated)
1. 1.80%
2. 0.5%
3. 2.53%



Projecting wts exercise
1. Chum fry

1. Weigh 1.4g today
2. Assume DSGR of 2.6%
3. Wt in 2 weeks?

2. Coho fingerlings
1. Weigh 10.3g today
2. Assume DSGR of 0.8%
3. Wt in 30 days?

3. Pink fry
1. Weigh .23g today
2. Assume DSGR of 2.4%
3. Wt in 1 week?



Answers for wt projection
1. 2.01g
2. 13.1g
3. .27g



Assignment due 2/2/15
 Read the SSRAA newsletter article entitled “Survival of 

a Few” and provide a short summary.   The newsletter 
can be found either under Resources.

 Provide a short summary of article
 Watch “DSGR” video embedded in the Resources file 

(down at the bottom)
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